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CREATING DESIRE A DESIRABLE JEWELRY  
BRAND THAT EVERYONE KNOWS ABOUT 

THRIVE BY DESIGN WITH TRACY MATTHEWS 
 

“By definition desire really means a strong feeling of wanting to have something 
or wishing for something to happen.” 

 
You’re listening to Thrive-By-Design business marketing and lifestyle strategies 
for your jewelry brand to flourish and thrive. Let’s get started.  
 
Tracy: Well hello there its Tracy Matthews of the Thrive-By-Design podcast and 
Flourish and Thrive Academy and today I’m really excited to be here as usual. I 
love doing the podcast so it’s super fun but for some reason today I’m even more 
pumped than ever to share today’s episode with you. Episode 23 is going to be 
such a great episode I can’t wait to dive in. 
 
So here’s why a couple of nights ago I was talking with my boyfriend and he was 
asking me a little bit more about Flourish and Thrive Academy and the audience 
over here and sort of what I wanted as a jewelry designer to sort of create in the 
world and what was some of the most exciting things for me and I’ve been 
working with a lot of you for a long time and I’ve heard over and over again that 
there are lots of things that you envisioned for your business. 
 
So some of it might be a lifestyle goal, some of it might be a financial goal but 
really at the end of the day what everyone really wants is for people to want to 
wear their jewelry or they want as a designer most of us I would say if you don’t 
want this maybe you should rethink your field but you want to see other people 
wearing your designs and your work and that personally for me is the most 
satisfying thing.  
 
So I remember situations in my life where I was maybe walking down the street 
or heading to the gym and I randomly ran into someone wearing a piece of my 
jewelry or I don’t know if you’ve had experiences like this as well but maybe you 
have a customer email you a picture of themselves wearing their jewelry or they 
post it on social media and they’re over the moon because they’re so excited 
that they have that piece and they love it so much and they’re just cherishing 
whatever it is that you put out and created for them. 
 
I also know for me personally when I’m purchasing jewelry because I do buy 
other people’s jewelry; primarily vintage jewelry because I collect it. One thing 
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that I’m always looking for is something that’s unique and different and when I 
find something that I want I can’t stop thinking about it and there have been a 
few times when I haven’t purchased something quick enough and I’ve been so 
bummed. There’s a few pieces that I still think about today that I haven’t 
purchased from some of my favorite vintage jewelry dealers and it’s a bummer. It 
really affects me on an emotional level because I wanted it so badly. I wanted 
that piece of jewelry and that’s what we’re all trying to create here for our 
designs. 
 
Because really what you want is for people; I don’t know if you feel the same way 
but I’m pretty sure you probably do is that you want for people to desire [3:00] 
what it is that you’re doing. I know for sure that’s what I want because here’s the 
straight and narrow fact as members of this sort of creative class; that’s how 
Jonathan calls it the creative class. We have a skill set that a lot of people do not 
have. My sister is very analytical. She doesn’t understand how I can come up with 
creative ideas to put together jewelry that’s beautiful and unique time and time 
again starting over. She really doesn’t understand how to do it. 
 
We add artistic value to people’s lives. Something that’s intangible but necessary 
and something that causes fascination when experienced by someone who has 
no idea how you actually came up with a creative idea for a piece of jewelry and 
then actually translated that into a piece of art. It’s pretty cool when you think 
about it that way and the same thing goes with art. Think about why really 
wealthy people walk into an art gallery and drop hundreds of thousands of 
dollars on a piece of art because it’s something that feels a void in their life or 
fulfills a need and creates desire in that person.  
 
Artists do the same thing by creating a demand for their work. Probably because 
they can’t even imagine how someone can come up with all these ideas for art 
and inspiration in the first place. It’s an interesting process. Creating a desirable 
jewelry brand is at the core what we really want at the end of the day. We want a 
list of salivating, raving fans waiting to purchase whatever it is that we bring to 
market and we do that by creating demand or desire. 
 
Desire is something that all memorable jewelry brands evoke for sure. So think 
about it why do some girls; I know that you know them because I definitely know 
them only want an engagement ring from Tiffany? Yes the designs nice and its 
classic or whatever but the price point is so much more ridiculously expensive 
then something you can find on a similar market. In a lot of ways some people 
might beg to differ that it’s not even as special as something custom designed 
like you might make.  
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But why do people want it? Why do people want that little blue box and it’s 
because they have these dreams as a little girl. Tiffany has been planting these 
dreams and desires into people for lifetimes. Maybe someone had a dream as a 
little girl always wanting to have her knight in shining armor show up and 
propose to her with a Tiffany diamond or a Tiffany ring and show that little blue 
box. I mean for some people it’s really important and Tiffany has done a 
wonderful job creating desire like that and even though that’s a huge brand think 
about it in smaller terms.  
 
I’m going to get into some examples later but I just got off the phone with Liz 
Kantner who I’ll be showcasing an interview with her later in the spring. She is the 
PR and Marketing Director over at Todd Reed and we were talking a little bit 
about Todd’s business so why would a brand like Todd Reed double his business 
[6:00] in the last three to four years because he has positioned himself as a 
desired brand which is really interesting and he’s done that mostly by designing 
one of a kind pieces and creating desire on the marketplace knowing how to 
market and position his work so that as soon as a new piece comes out he’s 
creating a demand for that work. 
 
So today I wanted to talk a lot about or a little bit more about creating desirable 
jewelry brand that everyone knows about because at the end of the day it’s all 
about having people wanting what it is that you create. So I want to mention this 
that regardless of your overall visions and goals what you’ll discover today is 
completely relatable to your business right where you are right now. It doesn’t 
matter if you’ve been in business for a long time, it doesn’t matter if you’re just 
starting out, there are valuable lessons in here that can help you revisit and to 
create more demand or desire for your jewelry. 
 
Before I dive in though I thought I would share an amazing free training series 
that’s going on right now over at Flourish and Thrive Academy. It’s called the “3 
Steps to Your Thriving Jewelry Business.” So when I think of desire I think of 
building a brand that people can’t wait to get their hands on. Ultimately a brand 
that is in demand as I mentioned earlier and one that makes your business thrive. 
So by creating this desire you’re really creating a thriving jewelry business. 
Anyway the training series is awesome and I know you’re going to love it so if 
you’re interested in checking out we’re going to expand a little bit more on these 
topics and some other things that you can do to create a desirable jewelry brand 
that gets everyone talking about your work so that you can become one of these 
brands that everyone knows about. 
 
So go ahead and check that out over at www.flourishthriveacademy.com/3steps. 
I’m also going to have the links in the show notes so that’s 

http://www.flourishthriveacademy.com/3steps
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www.flourishthriveacademy.com/3steps and if you want to check out the show 
notes you can go to www.flourishthriveacademy.com/episode23. 
Okay now back to creating desire. So for many of you the word desire might 
conjure up different images however by definition desire really means a strong 
feeling of wanting to have something or wishing for something to happen. 
Wanting to have something or wishing for something to happen. So you want 
people to be wearing your jewelry or you want people to be wanting, desiring 
your jewelry and as I mentioned earlier this entire podcast episode evolved out of 
a conversation that I was having with my boyfriend who’s a really successful 
advertising buy and I was really blown away by this conversation and I’ve been 
calling him, stroking his ego calling him a genius all day. 
 
I’m actually trying to convince him to come on the show so we’ll see what 
happens. He’ll have some good words of advice if he does come but I digress. 
One of the things that Jonathan mentioned or brought up in this conversation 
was that a piece of jewelry isn’t really a piece of jewelry until someone is wearing 
it and someone really wants [9:00] it or there’s desire behind it. Before that 
happens it’s just an object. It doesn’t really mean anything. He also mentioned 
that and I’m sure you can relate to this too that desire is really personal because 
he might love a piece of jewelry that I think is ugly and vice versa. It’s like it’s 
really personal. It’s a really personal element creating this feeling of desire within 
your potential dream clients. 
 
Design and technique don’t really matter at the end of the day until someone 
actually wants to buy it or wear it. That’s when it comes alive and really becomes 
a piece of jewelry because it’s something that’s desired and I loved hearing that 
perspective because it’s such a unique perspective and definitely coming from a 
place of thinking at the core level what people are thinking about when they’re 
purchasing jewelry. So it’s funny but true it doesn’t really matter what the design 
looks like because it’s something that’s uniquely your own but at the end of the 
day it’s the desire piece that makes your jewelry brand a success or that makes 
your jewelry successful when it’s actually eventually worn by other people. 
 
So let’s talk about how to actually create desire. Some world renowned brands 
have done and also some of the niche brands I’m going to mention. I’m going to 
use a lot of examples hopefully in this exercise so you can sort of get the picture 
about what I mean and how to position your brand and create desire in a way 
that keeps people coming back for more. 
 
Alright the first piece and we’ve talked about this many times on the podcast but 
it’s still something really important is having a conversation with your desired 
audience. Now that could be translated as your dream clients or your ideal 

http://www.flourishthriveacademy.com/3steps
http://www.flourishthriveacademy.com/episode23
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customers whatever you want to call it. We all need to be having a conversation 
with who it is that we believe is our desired audience. So the first thing you think 
of when you think of brands that are really making an impact and really are 
positioning themselves and creating this demand or desire is that they know who 
they’re talking to. They’re literally having a conversation with their desired 
audience. 
 
So think about how they do this. They market themselves in a way that builds 
desire so their dream clients keep coming back for more. So when thinking about 
brands who have a targeted demographic and audience who do you think of? So 
I want you to of that who do you think of? Because I can think of a bunch of 
brands right off the top of my head and one of the examples that I wanted to use 
is a yoga jewelry brand called Satya Jewelry. Many of you especially those of you 
in the yoga world may have heard of Satya.  
 
In my opinion she was one of the first kind of yoga jewelry people that came on 
the scene. She really tapped into a market. I remember when I first started 
practicing yoga that was untapped. She had the Om necklaces and the Hamsa’s 
and a lot of jewelry with specific meaning and I remember going to my first Yoga 
Journal Conference and seeing her jewelry there for the first time and it was 
interesting because most of the brands that were there were really like clothing 
brands or prop brands and she was one of the only jewelry brands and I thought 
it was really interesting because she was really [12:00] tapping in to this yoga 
market that not many people were doing at that time.  
 
You see it a lot now but this was probably back about fifteen years ago or so and 
one of the things that’s really interesting about Satya is that they were really one 
of the first brands to tap into this yoga jewelry market and they did that because 
she was able to attract her audience through the meaning that she infused in her 
pieces, the message that she was delivering, and also through the design and the 
conversations that she was having with her customers and how she was finding 
them which is important.  
 
Yoga jewelry brand, jewelry with meaning, selling at yoga jewelry conferences, 
important connection there to create this desire and I remember being in a lot of 
my yoga classes where I was teaching or practicing or assisting my mentor Rusty 
Wells back in the day where when everyone in the class would be wearing Satya 
jewelry and I was kind of like that’s cool that she was able to build a brand that 
created such a demand and a desire in that community. 
 
So the next thing I want to talk about is developing what most people call your 
unique selling proposition but I would like to reframe that for you and call it your 
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desired selling proposition or your desired sharing proposition because we want 
you to think of sales as a form of sharing your work not necessarily being pushy 
or throwing things out there because when you’re creating desire you’re just 
sharing what you’re doing and it makes it easy to sell. 
 
So some of the things you want to think about is what makes you unique and 
valuable and desirable? So this is an important concept. Here’s where your story 
comes in. You have a unique way of approaching your business right. You have 
an interesting angle that comes only from your experience. No one else is you 
and that’s something that’s really important to remember is that no one else is 
you no matter how boring you think your story is it’s not boring if you know what 
and how to pull it out and what elements of your story to use in your marketing 
or your desire positioning is what I should say. 
 
So I’m going to use a few examples here. During episode 17 one of my favorite 
designers who’s doing this really well is Melissa Camilleri who has a brand called 
“Shop Compliment.” I interviewed her about using creative hash tags on 
Instagram to help grow your jewelry business. So Melissa is a former high school 
teacher and she started making jewelry so that she could create a scholarship 
fund for some of her students so that they were able to go to college. She taught 
in an underprivileged area in Sacramento, in the Sacramento area in California 
and she wanted to be able to send some of her students to college because they 
weren’t going to be able to afford to do it on their own. 
 
So her entire brand was positioned around her experience being a teacher and 
how that has affected her entire business model is insane because she knew from 
the beginning that her unique perspective was really education and that words 
matter and that people matter and that a piece of jewelry can change someone’s 
life in a way that can send them to college [15:00] so it’s pretty impactful and 
what makes her different; anyone can do this creative jewelry line and have a 
scholarship fund or whatever but what makes her different is her experience 
actually being in that space with those students. 
 
And then I think of how I positioned my brand with heirloom redesign. Part of the 
reason that I design heirloom redesign and you may have heard me talk about 
this before is because my mother passed away and I was one of my first heirloom 
redesign clients. I designed a piece of jewelry from an earring that I inherited 
from her and that piece has so much meaning for me that I can only imagine that 
someone who was in the same position would have the same feeling and 
meaning if I were to redesign a piece of jewelry for them. So it makes it sort of 
like a no brainer using that story to position myself and it also makes my jewelry 
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desirable because people can relate to me its like; and I can relate to them and it 
makes them want to work with you more. I swear it does. 
 
The next step is what makes your designs unique and different? So maybe you 
are unique and different; obviously you are but also what makes your designs 
unique and different? Part of your desired selling proposition or your desired 
sharing proposition or your DSP we’re just going to shorten it is your approach 
to design and they way you develop collections. So maybe you’re someone who 
works straight in the middle or maybe you design on a computer and do 3D 
models or maybe you do hand sketching like I do. This is all part of what makes 
you unique and positions you as a designer and creates desire. 
 
So I mentioned before I interviewed Liz Kantner a little bit ago and she does PR 
and marketing for Todd Reed and I was excited to hear that Todd also starts his 
process by doing hand sketching to make his designs come to life. So one of the 
things that I really love about Todd’s work is that he has a very strong design 
point of view and he communicates it very, very well and that’s how he’s able to 
create a brand or something; a product that is so desirable that his customers are 
buying products right off of social media. They get inquiries lists every day about 
a new one of a kind piece that he’s showing up and they use all original content, 
all the pieces are different, they’re not reposting, and it’s a great method and tool 
that they use to share what’s going on behind the scenes at Todd Reed just 
based on Todd’s design process which is really cool. 
 
Which ties into another factor I mentioned that Todd is selling a lot of one of a 
kind work and in ways; he has some pieces that are reproducible but most of his 
work is somewhat one of a kind because of the texture or finish or actually one of 
a kind because there’s only one made like that and what this does often times 
one of a kind designers have a little bit of a trickier path in a way because you’re 
setting up everything one time only and then you have to sell it. So you’re doing 
the work every single time right? Photographing, marketing, descriptions, all that 
stuff only one time instead of being able to use that to [18:00] scale. 
 
But the good news is that what ends up happening is if you’re only designing one 
of something is that it creates this sense of scarcity. So scarcity can come in 
many forms but scarcity is a great tool to create desire. So if you design limited 
edition pieces, one of a kind pieces, or you’re having any sort of special offer or 
promotion make sure that there is a limited period of time or availability for 
whatever it is that your selling. So since Todd is designing a lot of high end one 
of a kind pieces his dream clients know that they aren’t going to be able to get 
another piece like that so scarcity is a huge factor in his formula for creating 
desire whether he realizes it or not. I’m sure that there is some factor of 
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understanding that in the equation. When people know that they can’t get 
something it encourages them to buy faster and creates the sense of desire. 
 
So in my experience I had a waiting list last year in 2015 of clients for nearly the 
entire year. I got really busy with Flourish and Thrive Academy at the end of the 
year so I stopped the waiting list. I actually stopped taking on new clients for a 
couple months because or actually just about a month and a half because I 
wanted to focus on bringing you guys some great stuff here and that was by 
choice but for the rest of the year pretty much since January I had a waiting list 
of clients and I think the fact that I was able to create a demand for what I was 
doing and only be able to take on a limited number of clients a month created 
this sense of desire where people wanted to work with me more and it was 
interesting to see how this reflected in sales because what ended up happening 
is I had probably a 20% increase in revenue last year which was very, very 
exciting for me. 
 
So the next topic that I want to talk about is your market position on price point 
because this is really important; an important factor in creating desire in your 
jewelry brand. Price point is key because you are never ever; let me repeat ever 
going to be able to compete on price unless you’re someone like Amazon.com or 
you have some sort of backer and producing everything in China and you’re 
making super low margins. My guess is that for most of you that’s not your 
business model and you’re not interested in doing that. You want to put out 
beautiful work that’s made very well and that you’re able to build a brand name 
around. You’re not really into the cheap chic fast fashion kind of jewelry. We’ll let 
H&M do that that’s good enough. 
 
But there have been; I just want to bring this back to light. Multiple studies that 
have come to the conclusion that by raising your prices sales increase in fact 
we’ve had many designers in our community over at Flourish and Thrive test this 
theory when we encourage them to raise their prices or check out their pricing 
formula to make sure that they’re pricing at the right level but beyond just 
pricing correctly it’s an interesting experiment because what it ends up doing for; 
what it had ended up doing for a lot of these designers is they ended up having 
better sales because [21:00] people valued something that costs a little bit more. 
I know that sounds counterintuitive for some of you. It might sound like oh if I 
raise my prices no one’s going to buy and there is a fine line between that. 
Perception; perceived value has a huge factor and role in that and design 
technique. You can’t just arbitrarily raise your prices just because there has to be 
a reason but it’s about learning how to communicate the demand and the desire 
based on that perceived value and communicating the actual value of what 
you’re delivering. 
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So something interesting happened to one of the designers that I was having a 
conversation with last year. She ended up raising her prices. She ended up selling 
the same number of units was a God send for her because she had breast cancer 
last year and couldn’t produce at the same level. She had to take some time off 
to heal but she ended up making more profits and her business did a lot better 
because obviously her profits and her markup and margins were higher. So it’s an 
interesting experiment to play around with. She was able to maintain the same 
level of sales, increased her profits, sold the same number of units, and ended up 
ultimately making more money even when she had to take a huge chunk of the 
year off because she was sick so just something to think about about raising your 
prices.  
 
There is a theory behind this about how it does create more demand and desire 
for your brand which ties into what I love to talk about a lot is how to 
communicate value. So this idea and concept of value is deeply tied into pricing 
and I think that its important how are you communicating the value of your work 
and how are you communicating the value of your designs and creating this 
desire for your pieces that you’re putting out there in the world. 
 
So one of the things that happens a lot to me is I get clients sometimes who 
come to me with a slightly lower budget than what they actually want designed. 
So it’s an interesting experiment when I start to talk about value and 
communicate value and why my pieces are more expensive than what they can 
find off the rack. Because they’re unique, they’re custom made for each individual 
client, they aren’t reproducible, that there is a lot of care and effort and service 
that goes into my design process and there’s a lot of back and forth and when 
I’m communicating that value to them and I say here’s what I can do; here’s why.  
 
I would say nine times out of ten even in the cases where the clients have a super 
tight budget they somehow, someway figure out a way to make it work and end 
up upleveling their budget so that they can work with me because they 
understand and appreciate what it is that I have to offer and I can tell you this 
has happened to me time and time again and it’s not; I don’t want you to take 
this the wrong way I’m not trying to overcharge people. I’m actually probably 
undercharging those people compared to what I would charge someone else but 
they appreciate what it is that I have to offer [24:00] and that’s how 
communicating value can really create desire because they had an opportunity 
to go somewhere else where  they could actually probably find something within 
their budget but they end up sticking with me because of this desire factor that 
I’ve been able to create and this sense of wanting whatever it is that I can create 
for them. 
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So I can’t even count on my fingers as many times; this has happened so many 
times over the last five years that it’s pretty incredible and I’ve also heard from 
my fans on social media and in my marketing efforts when I’m posting stuff. 
That’s an element of how I’m communicating value of the process of what I do 
and it also is a touch point for creating desire and I can’t tell you how many 
people who are following me on social media have said over and over again I’m 
saving up for a custom piece some day or I’m going to tell my boyfriend when 
we’re ready that I want him to buy a ring from you because I love what you do. 
So there’s so many ways to do this and communicate value but it threads 
through just about everything that you do. 
 
Another piece of the DSP puzzle, the final piece is communicating with your 
authentic voice and how that creates desire. So you need to learn to hone in on 
your brand voice and communicate your message by using your authentic voice 
that comes from you. Last week during episode 22 I spoke about creating, 
differentiating yourself from the crowd with Amanda Berlin so if you haven’t 
checked out that episode definitely make sure you do because we go more in 
depth on this idea there but one of the key ways you differentiate yourself is by 
speaking from your authentic self and your authentic voice and this includes on 
focusing as we mentioned earlier what makes you unique and different and 
concentrating on the things that actually make you stand out as a designer. 
 
You can never; you’re never going to be the best in the marketplace. You need to 
focus on what makes you different in the marketplace and what makes you 
unique. That’s the most important key factor that you can focus on. So don’t 
even try competing on price either as I mentioned in the section about pricing. 
So for instance when you think of a brand like Jennifer Meyer what do you think 
of? I think of moms who want to wear collectible jewelry and those sorts of 
things. In one of the mantras that Jennifer has built her brand on is that she 
designs jewelry for the everyday woman. She is a mom herself. She’s been 
designing jewelry for a long time and has really created a line of collectible 
jewelry and she speaks to that voice. If you follow her on Instagram you definitely 
see that with the mix of her personal lifestyle and then also the pieces that she 
designs and featuring people who are actually wearing it especially on her social 
media profile so if you haven’t checked it out definitely go check out how she is 
using her authentic voice in her branding and in her outreach very important. 
 
Alright so the final thing I want to talk about is positioning and positioning desire. 
[27:00] Positioning is huge when you think about all these factors together. So I 
wanted to start off with an example and ask you what you think of when you 
think of brands like Cartier as opposed to a brand like Alex and Ani? Both of 
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these brands have very strong positions in the market. They are also very 
distinctive and unique in their own right. Cartier is positioned as a luxury brand 
and it’s well known for their infinite rings and love bracelets. There is a huge draw 
towards gifting with Cartier in the sense that it’s often given probably by a 
husband to a wife or a boyfriend to a girlfriend because it has such deep 
meaning in the way that they’ve infused that meaning and positioned themselves 
as a brand as the brand of love. 
 
So that’s definitely what I think of when I think of my friends who have the love 
bracelet. It was something that was given as a gift from their significant other so 
super important. Cartier is also a brand that positions themselves to love, luxury, 
loyalty, and status because people are buying a brand like Cartier to sort of 
uplevel their status maybe in society or something like that. It makes them feel 
good about themselves. 
 
Then we think of a brand like Alex and Ani how they’ve positioned themselves 
you think of positive energy, cheap chic, made in the USA. It’s still desirable and 
has a strong brand positioning but it’s definitely different sort of positioning 
where they’re kind of really speaking like Jennifer Meyer more to the everyday 
person, more to Americana, more to this idea of the American dream and 
positive energy. So you know what I’m talking about this is; think about how 
you’re positioning your brand. What makes you different and unique and it really 
includes all of these different factors. 
 
If you think in terms of your strategy with positioning you might think of things 
such as what do you have to offer that only you can do and no one else can do 
as well? So this is really important. This could be a technique, a service, maybe 
it’s something involved in your design, maybe it’s that you have a personal 
connection with your clients and that’s how you design for them, maybe there is 
some intuitive aspect to your work. This is really important because many brands 
do something very well. So think about this. What is it that only you can do? 
Maybe it’s a special technique or a level of service that you give or something 
that you’re really skilled at so I want you to think about that. What else can you 
do that no one else can? 
 
So when I had my wholesale business I was represented by a showroom called 
“Fragments” for many years and they housed many, many designers. Fragments 
closed last year which was sort of a shame because they had been around for so 
long but some of the best well known designers were carried in that showroom 
for over twenty-fiveish to thirty years or something like that and I remember I 
was in LA at a market week in the showroom and I met a designer named (29:52 
unclear) and she had just come on the scene. I remember she had just graduated 
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from GIA and she had developed this really unique process [30:00] of setting 
stones inside of stones. It was almost like she carved out a hollow opening and 
then placed the stone inside there and they were shaking around and no one was 
doing that at the time. 
 
So I thought it was really interesting because she had created this proprietary 
process and people were noticing because she had done something that no one 
else was doing and it created this strong desire for her work. I remember she was 
covered in a lot of the major magazines. In fact she even got a full page spread in 
InStyle which at that time was huge; a huge big deal very, very important. So I 
asked her once how she did it because I was just curious. It wasn’t like it was 
something that I was going to do. My jewelry at the time was so different than 
hers. 
 
She said that it was a secret. She wasn’t going to tell me her secret because it 
really was a trade secret of hers how she had figured out how to put these 
stones inside of another stone and have this seamless process. So that creates 
desire in and of itself because it’s something that no one else can do. She really 
positioned her brand in a way that it was like I’m the only person who can do this; 
no one else can do it. So think of those types of things that you do that are a 
proprietary process that no one else is doing and if you can’t think of anything 
good try to figure out an angle there. Maybe it’s that you hone in your technique 
more so you start creating something that’s really unique. Maybe it’s your 
approach to design that’s really unique. Just think outside of the box. 
 
Finally you need to be coming from a place of desire yourself because in order to 
build desire for your jewelry and your brand and become a brand that is creating 
desirable jewelry that everyone knows about which is the whole point of this 
podcast you have to have a strong desire to actually create that for your brand 
which I think is another important thing and as L’Oreal says you’re worth it so dig 
deep; find out what is going to create desire for your dream clients and ideal 
clients to want to snatch up everything that you buy. So at the end of the day 
what we all want is people who really want to wear our jewelry. Who are 
clamoring for everything that we do, who are following us, who are commenting, 
who love everything we do. So find out how you can position yourself and invoke 
this feeling of desire from your clients. 
 
As I mentioned earlier we have an amazing free training series going on that I 
would love to share with you. It expands on these topics a lot and I think you’re 
really going to enjoy it. You can go on over to 
www.flourishthriveacademy.com/3steps to check out the “3 Steps to Your 
Thriving Jewelry Business.” There will also be links in the show notes. You can 

http://www.flourishthriveacademy.com/3steps
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check that out over at www.flourishthriveacademy.com/episode23 and I want to 
thank you again for joining us today. I hope you’ll join us for our free training 
series the “3 Steps to Your Thriving Jewelry Business.” Once again you can grab 
that over at www.flourishthriveacademy.com/3steps and I’d love to hear how 
you’re enjoying the podcast. [33:00] 
 
Thank you so much for listening in every week. This has been such a fun 
experiment for me to put out there and to be bringing you the best jewelry 
business advice. Teaching you how to create desire for your brand but now it’s 
your turn. I want to hear from you. I would love to hear if you are loving what 
you’re getting here. I would love for you to rate, review, and subscribe to the 
podcast. So remember that your ratings and reviews really help us create the 
best podcast for all of you out there in the jewelry industry and if you’re not in 
the jewelry industry super cool keep listening because a lot of these tips are very 
actionable for you as well.  
 
So we’d love to hear your review, we’d love for you to subscribe, and we would 
love for you to give us a rating so we know more about what you love about our 
podcast. Alrighty everyone thank you so much for listening today. Once again 
you can grab the show notes over at 
www.flourishthriveacademy.com/episode23. Take care until next time. This is 
Tracy Matthews signing off. 
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